If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

EASILY ADAPT TO SEASONAL DEMANDS

Order picking operations are often faced with seasonal fluctuations in the number of trucks and operators they need. Raymond makes it easy to adapt to these changing demands to help you optimize productivity at all times.

+ Simple controls and comfortable operation make our trucks easy to learn and easy to use, enhancing the productivity of operators of all skill levels.

+ The largest rental fleet in the industry allows you to add trucks as you need them and get them out on the floor faster.

5000 SERIES ORDERPICKERS

PICK MORE QUICKLY, EFFICIENTLY, AND COMFORTABLY.

To maximize productivity in today’s dynamic supply chain, Raymond’s 5000 Series Orderpickers are designed for ultimate performance. From the smallest, lightest loads in retail environments to the heaviest SKUs in the highest distribution centers, our trucks can handle any order picking application and help you get the most out of every operator, every shift, every day.

Ergonomic, intuitive design allows fast training and easy operation

Minimized maintenance and superior reliability keep our trucks on the floor longer

Better sourced parts and better design choices deliver the lowest cost of ownership for your operation.
THE RIGHT TRUCK FOR THE RIGHT APPLICATION

Rapid, ongoing evolution of the industry is forcing warehouse managers to think further ahead with every purchase decision. Does the solution suit your application today? Will it answer your needs five years from now? Considering the changing needs of your business, we offer the widest range of capabilities and models to enhance your picking and throughput requirements—today and tomorrow.

### 5300 LIGHT
**VALUE DRIVEN**
- Light duty cycles
- Single shift

**SPECS**
- Heights up to 241”
- Capacities up to 3,000 lbs.
- Power: 24V

**MASTS**
- 2-stage Mast at 2,000 lbs. with lift heights of 241”
- 3-stage Mast at 3,000 lbs. with lift heights of 240”

### 5500 MEDIUM/HIGH
**THROUGHPUT**
- Medium usage
- Multiple shifts/day

**SPECS**
- Heights up to 366”
- Capacities up to 3,000 lbs.
- Power: 24V

**MASTS**
- Standard 3-stage Mast

### 5600 HEAVY
**PERFORMANCE**
- Medium to heavy usage
- Heavier multiple shifts/day

**SPECS**
- Heights up to 390”
- Capacities up to 3,000 lbs.
- Power: 36V

**MASTS**
- Standard 3-stage mast
- Optional Mini-lift Mast available for applications that feature shorter pallets (less than 40”) or batch picking

### FEATURED OPTION
**FURNITURE ORDERPICKER**
With a unique 3-wheel design and variable lifting and lowering speeds, Raymond’s Furniture Orderpicker makes it easy to handle bulky items with exceptional maneuverability and control.

**SPECS**
- Heights up to 366”
- Capacities up to 1,600 lbs.
- Power: 24V or 36V

### MORE EFFICIENT OPERATORS. MORE PRODUCTIVE WAREHOUSES.
Advanced options to get the most out of your application:

- + Customizable Zoning *(For 5500/5600 models)*
- + Virtual Reality Simulator
- + Scalable Telematics
- + Wire/Rail Guidance
- + Optimized Travel Speed System *(For 5500/5600 models)*